Publication rates of podium presentations at the annual South African Orthopaedic Association Congress from 2010 to 2015
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Abstract

Background: International literature shows a discrepancy between presentations at annual general orthopaedic meetings and subsequent publication. The aim of this study was to determine the publication rate of manuscripts presented as podium presentations at the South African Orthopaedic Congress (SAOC) from 2010 to 2015.

Materials and methods: All abstracts accepted as podium presentations at the SAOC from years 2010 to 2015 were identified from the archives of the South African Orthopaedic Society (SAOA). Abstract titles and authors were searched using search engines looking for all published manuscripts. The presentations were cross-referenced with publications and the conversion ratio from presentation to publication was compared to international results. Sub-analyses included orthopaedic subspecialty performance and publication rates and the types of research conducted. Record was also made of each publication's journal impact factor and date of publication.

Results: A total of 445 abstracts were accepted for podium presentation by the SAOC from 2010 to 2015. Of these, 70 (15.7%) were published in peer-reviewed journals. The mean time from presentation to publication was 16 months with an average journal impact factor of 1.29. Orthopaedic Trauma (21.67%) and Foot and Ankle Surgery subspecialties (21%) were responsible for the most publications in general. The South African Orthopaedic Journal (44.29%), Strategies in Trauma and Limb Reconstruction (6.7%) and the Injury Journal (6.7%) were the three most common publishing journals.

Conclusion: A lower conversion rate from podium presentation at SAOC to publication exists compared to similar published international findings. A poor publication rate was highlighted across all orthopaedic subdisciplines. Half of the publications appeared only in local journals, with just over 8% of presentations reaching international publication. The results suggest there is a need to identify barriers to publication among South African orthopaedic surgeons.

Level of evidence: Level 4
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Introduction

The various medical disciplines globally have annual association meetings which represent an anticipated event in the academic calendar. These meetings generally consist of a programme that includes lectures or instructional courses, as well as presentations of the latest research and clinical evidence from a given field. It has been summated that the quality of a presentation and by extension the quality of an orthopaedic meeting in general, can partly be determined by the quality of research presented at these meetings.1-3

Research at annual general meetings is typically presented in two main formats: podium or poster presentations. Several studies have attempted to assess the quality of research produced at annual meetings.1,5 Podium presentations have been shown to be more than two or three times more likely to be published than poster presentations.1,5,6 Quality of presentations may be evaluated by determining the subsequent publication rate in peer-reviewed journals.4

The American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons’ annual general meeting is widely recognised as the gold standard in terms of quality of meeting with 58% of presentations at this congress proceeding to publication.2,7 Developed countries, especially those from North America and the European Union, have been shown to produce the most literature in any given medical field.8 This is believed to be due to more access to appropriate funding for research projects, more competition within the field, and improved proficiency in the English language.8 As such, research coming out of these unions is more likely to go on to publication than any other centre around the world.1 In addition, it has been shown that most presentations are published within four years of presentation, and the mean time to publication has been shown to be 15–25 months.1,4,9

The aim of this study was to assess the conversion rate from all abstracts accepted for podium presentations between 2010 and 2015 at the South African Orthopaedic Association (SAOA) annual congress into subsequent manuscripts and then on to full publication. Moreover, the study looked at each orthopaedic sub-discipline and assessed the rate of publication of each following podium presentation. The study also aimed to evaluate the type of journals that published the articles, the impact factor of these journals and, by inference, the quality of research.

Methodology

The SAOA was contacted directly and the release of the congress brochures for the SAOA meetings from 2010 to 2015 were requested. Only podium presentations were captured, and all poster and instructional course presentations were excluded. A six-year time frame was chosen to collect an adequate sample size, as well as to allow sufficient time for publication, in accordance with published literature.1,4,9

Abstract titles of the presentations were entered into different search engines to evaluate if the presentation had subsequently been converted into a formal manuscript and gone on to publication in a peer-reviewed journal. Search engines included Pubmed, Google Scholar, Google, Scielo and EMBASE. If no matches were found, the authorship as well as title key words were used as search inputs in an attempt to find a different link to the title of the publication.

If the author in question was responsible for other research publications, an attempt was made to enter in key words to filter through other publications to find relevant matches. If no hits were achieved after four Pubmed searches, assumption of non-publication was made, an assumption that is supported by Schoenfeld et al.10

If a hit was achieved on one platform, the process was still repeated on all other platforms to ensure all journal publications were found. All journal publications were recorded and tallied to establish which journals were most popular. Successful publications were divided into international and local South African journal publications. The presentation-to-publication conversion rate was compared to international experience.

The abstract titles were divided into subspecialties by assessing the title as well as the authors involved. The division into eight subspecialties was made based on recognised subspecialties in the South African context and included Arthroplasty, Upper Limb and Hands, Trauma, Paediatrics, Spine, Foot and Ankle, Tumour and Sepsis, and Sports and Knee. The subspecialties were analysed both in terms of the quantity of research presented as well as the quality, determined by assessing their subsequent publication rates. Furthermore, presentations were separated into three categories of research as done by Marsland et al.2 These included: Clinical studies or Case Series; Basic Science or Biomechanical; and Audit, Miscellaneous or Educational.2 The number of publications in each category were recorded and results compared to literature.

For each presentation, the time of presentation from the date of the congress was recorded. If the presentation went on to publication, the month and year of publication was recorded. The date of publication was used rather than the date of journal acceptance.4 This ultimately provided a time taken to publication for each presentation. Articles that were published prior to the year of presentation were excluded from the calculation of time to presentation but publications from earlier in the year of presentation were still included. Each journal was evaluated for its 2018 recorded impact factor score as provided by the Researchgate web portal. This is a marker of the scientific influence of a journal. A score of zero was allocated to the journal if no impact factor score was found. Local journals were excluded from the calculation to avoid skewing of the results as the South African Orthopaedic Journal (SAOJ) did not feature on the portal used.

Results

A total of 445 podium presentations were presented at the annual SAOA Congress between 2010 and 2015 (Figure 1) with a total of 70 (15.7%) podium presentations going on to publication in peer-reviewed journals.

Figure 1. Comparison between total number of podium presentations and those that went on to international or local publication (2010–2015)
Of these, 37 (8.31%) presentations were published in international journals and 33 (7.42%) were published in local South African journals (Figures 1 and 2).

Analysing each subspecialty showed that Arthroplasty had the most podium presentations at 115 (25.84%) and from this eight (7%) international publications and four (3.5%) local publications were derived. Orthopaedic Trauma and Foot and Ankle were the subspecialties with the highest publication rates at 21.67% and 21% respectively (Figure 3). The most internationally published subspecialty was Foot and Ankle at 14% followed by Tumour and Sepsis with 13% and then Upper Limb and Hands with 12%. There were 27 podium presentations that did not fit an individual specialty, of which one (3.7%) was published in an international journal and five (18.52%) were published in local journals.

There was a total of 25 journals that published manuscripts from the podium presentations examined in this study. The SAOJ was the most common journal wherein presentations were published, with 31 (44.29%) of the publications. The most common international peer-reviewed journals that received podium presentation publications were Injury and Strategies in Trauma and Limb Reconstruction, with four (6.67%) entries each. There were also three (5%) publications in the Journal of Hand Surgery and the Journal of Bone and Joint Surgery (JBJS).

Of the 445 podium presentations, 165 were based on clinical studies or case series, 140 had a basic science or biomechanical base and 140 were audits, educational or miscellaneous. Forty-one per cent of publications were clinical studies or case series, while 27% were basic science.
The mean time from presentation to publication was 16 months (range from six months prior to presentation to seven years post presentation). There were seven presentations that were excluded due to publication occurring prior to the year of SAOC presentation. The impact factors as determined by the Researchgate ranged from 0.25 to 3.06 with an average of 1.29.

**Discussion**

It was found that 15.7% of podium presentations at the SAOC between 2010 and 2015 went on to publication. Of this, 7.4% of the presentations were published locally in South African journals with 8.3% of presentations being published in international journals. These findings correlate unfavourably with international experience where publication rates range from 26.6 to 59% (Figure 4).14 This highlights a significant lack of progression to publication and raises a number of important questions about barriers to publication for research in South Africa.

The results above suggest that there is a lack of progression to publication of research that is conducted within the South African orthopaedic circuit. Investigation into the possible sources of this shortfall may provide valuable insight and ultimately create solutions to the poor publication rates in South Africa. Peer-reviewed journals have rigorous criteria to meet in order to qualify for publication; these criteria are largely more stringent than that required for podium presentations at general meetings and as such research presented at the SAOC may not be accepted for publication.14

Further barriers to publication have also been cited and include the following:

- Lack of time for authors to write up their research
- Poor communication between authors and co-authors
- Deficiency of senior mentorship in preparation of a manuscript
- Deficit of support from the institution, financially and logistically.2,4,11

It has also been hypothesised that because presentations at the SAOC is a requirement for most orthopaedic surgeons in training, there is an initial drive to start research in order to write an abstract that would qualify for a general meeting. Once the abstract is accepted however, the motivation to complete the research in the form of a journal submission may be lost. Furthermore, it may be worth assessing how many presentations have gained ethical clearance prior to presentation, as this would later be required for publication in an accredited journal. The level of experience of the author may also have a significant impact on the publication rate. Experienced authors with a history of achieving publications will have a clearer idea of requirements for publication and therefore have directed research aims.

On 1 January 2011, a compulsory Masters in Medicine (MMed) was introduced to all specialist training programmes in South Africa by the Health Professions Council of South Africa. This was done in an attempt to enhance the quality of specialists in the respective fields and expose students to research.11 This MMed programme may therefore play a role in increasing subsequent publication rates of papers presented at the annual general meetings in future and will ensure that all candidates are exposed to research and research methodology. Chan et al. revealed that students not allocated a research block reported publication rates of 8%. This was in comparison with 29% publication rates from students who were given dedicated research leave.11 It can be postulated that sufficient support and opportunity afforded to training students may enhance subsequent research output.

The low conversion rates may be a reflection of the scientific quality of the SAOC.

High quality meetings may be defined as those from which a large proportion of presented research has gone on to publication,4 whereas a lower publication rate may represent deficiencies in the quality of the meeting.

Subspecialty performance review shows a general lack of conversion of presentations to publication; publication rates ranging from 0 to 23% of presentations at the SAOC between the subspecialties were documented.

Arthroplasty has been the most active subspecialty in terms of overall research presentation comprising approximately 25% of all presentations at the SAOA congresses over the defined period. Despite this, only 7% of those presentations went on to international publication and 3% converted to local publications.

Subspeciality performance review shows a general lack of conversion of presentations to publication; publication rates ranging from 0 to 23% of presentations at the SAOC between the subspecialties were documented.

Arthroplasty has been the most active subspecialty in terms of overall research presentation comprising approximately 25% of all presentations at the SAOA congresses over the defined period.

Internationally, it has been shown that the discipline least likely to achieve publication from presentations in general meetings is Trauma.1 In this series, Trauma was found to be the best performing subspecialty in terms of local publication with a 14% publication rate. Trauma also had a further 8% international publication conversion rate. Investigation of publication rates arising from subspecialty-specific meetings in South Africa will provide important insight. Research presented at these meetings may be of a higher standard and have higher subsequent publication rates.

This study showed that presentations in the Clinical studies or Case series category had a higher conversion rate to publication than did publications in the Basic science or Biomechanical base or Audits, Educational or Miscellaneous categories. These results are in contrast to those published by Marsland et al. who noted that...
Basic sciences were more likely to progress to full publication than clinical studies. There were 25 journals that published presentations from the SAOA congress. These reflected a mean average journal impact factor of 1.29. Several of these journals scored low on the Researchgate website. This compared slightly better than Daruwalla et al. from Singapore who achieved an average of 0.96 but was far lower than that found by Orr et al. from the annual general meeting for the Society of Military Orthopaedic Surgeons (SOMOS) of 2.6.14 There is a paucity of literature showing journal impact factors in relation to publication rates. It can be deduced however that the higher the impact factor of the journal, the greater the quality of research.3

This was the first study on record to look into publication rates of podium presentations at the SAOC. There have been several international studies in this field, and these provide a good platform from which to compare the performance of the SOAC. It also may help to outline areas of weakness that can be targeted to improve the standard of future SAOA orthopaedic meetings. This paper highlights the need for further interrogation and investigation into the various barriers to research leading to the poor rate of publication in South Africa. Future research needs to be conducted to identify specific barriers to publication, especially looking at each facet of the publication process. This will include analysing the perceived barriers as suggested above.

This study is not without limitations. Only presentations that went on to full peer-reviewed journal publication were considered. Our finding of a period of 16 months between presentation and publication is in keeping with and at the lower end of the mean time to publication of 15–25 months noted in the literature.1,4,9 However, as presentations from 2014 and 2015 were only given three and two years respectively to allow for subsequent publication, there may be under-reporting of publications. It has been shown that publication rates peak at four years post presentation and some studies take up to ten years to reach publication.1 Future research into this field is required to establish whether time to publication in South Africa is similar to the international time periods presented above, and therefore further studies looking at publication rates need to allow for an adequate time period from presentation.

As Marsland shows, search engines may not yield all presentations that have successfully gone on to publication.2 Direct contact with each author responsible for the presentations at the annual meetings would likely yield a higher rate of publication. However, this study was modelled on research conducted in other unions in order to draw comparisons between South Africa and other influential orthopaedic communities.

Marsland et al. have also shown that several abstracts are not completed at the time of presentation, and as such, by the time they are ready for publication, the title, authorship or abstract may have required alteration.2 It has been shown that 25–30% of presentations have been altered prior to publication, and as such may not be found in the various search engines and strategies highlighted above.12 This too may have led to an underestimate of the true number of presentations that have ultimately gone on to publication.

**Conclusion**

There is a low conversion rate from research presented at the annual South African Orthopaedic Congress into subsequent manuscripts and eventual publication in peer-reviewed journals. Further investigations exploring the specific barriers to publication in South Africa and comparisons of performance of the annual meeting with subspecialty meetings within the South African Orthopaedic Association will identify specific factors leading to poor publication rates and as such may provide a means for improvement.

In conclusion, this paper highlights the need for increased emphasis on publication of literature presented and support provided to facilitate publication.
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